FIRST-YEAR FOREIGN STUDENTS OF THE PARTICLE AND ASTROPARTICLE TRACK, MASTER PROGRAM

Lessons begin **Monday 09/24 at 8am**, Aula Careri (first floor, Marconi Building) with Relativistic Quantum Mechanics

**10/01 at 2.20pm**, Aula Cabibbo (Fermi Building): presentation of the Master program

NOTE: first floor in Italy means second floor in the US.

I SEMESTER COURSES:

**Relativistic Quantum Mechanics and Electroweak Interactions:**
Aula Careri (Marconi), Mon 8am, Tue 8am, Wed 8am, Thur 8am
It starts on Monday 09/24.

**Condensed Matter Physics:**
Aula 4 (Fermi), Tue 3pm, Thur 3pm. It starts Tue 09/25.

**Physics Laboratory I:**
Rasetti (Marconi), Mon 4pm; Conversi (Marconi), Fri 10am.
It starts Fri 09/28 at 11am.

**Computing Methods for Physics:**
Careri (Marconi), Tue 12noon, Fri 12noon. It starts Tue 09/25